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14 YEARS OF RESONANCE ON VANGUARD ORBITS
C. A. Wagner
ABSTRACT
iFrom their establishment in 1959, the orbits of Vanguard 3 (1959-7A) and
c Vanguard 2 Rocket (1959-2B) have been slowly contracting through at least five
strong resonances of 11th order. Tracking with Baker-Nunn cameras and the
i U. S. Navy's Space Surveillance (radio interferometer) System over a 14 year
period has revealed resonant fluctuations on them of up to 0.035 0 in inclination
(peak to peak). Six geopotential' terms (lumped coefficients) of 11th order and
three of 22nd order have been measured using orbit inclinations derived from
i
this tracking record. The terms of 11th order are significantly smaller than
Kaula's rule. (The lumped coefficients are sensitive toeopotential effects as
high as 37th degree.) These observed terms are compatible with a recent 27-
satellite geopotential solution whose formal coefficient errors are increased by
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14 YEARS. OF RESONANCE ON VANGUARD ORBITS
INTRODUCTION
The subject of orbital resonance with the geopptential continues to be of
interest to theoreticians [Romanowicz, 1975; Garfinkel, 1974; Allan, 19731 and
practical geodesists LXing Hele et. al., 1975;. Wagner, 1974] . -While Garfinkel
has solved the problem of resonance with a single geopotential term (or rather,
frequency) no one has yet demonstrated a general solution with mixed (nearby)
frequencies. Allan has solved the useful case of inclination resonance under
constant drag. The features of this solution were recognized by Gooding, 1971,
King Hele, 1972, and Wagner, 1973, and applied by them to 15th and 11th order
commensurate orbits. The influence of drag on the resonances of the node and
,a	 perigee can also be observed on decaying orbits [King Hele and Winterbottom, 	 j
1974] but as yet has no theoretical explanation.
In spite of theoretical difficulties, much progress has already been made with
}	 semi-numerical approaches. King Hele et al., 1975 has observed 11 lumped cow
i
efficients of 15th order (odd degree) from many distinct (low eccentricity) orbits
contracting through commensurabilities. For these one inclination resonance
	 a
dominates and, since the error from drag uncertainty has small effect on the orbit
inclination, the values given are fairly secure. Less secure are values of even
degree 15th order terms derived for six (low eccentricity) decaying orbits from
h.
the resonance in the eccentricity (King-Hele et. al., 1974).
Fortunately, for orbits of moderate eccentricity, the so called "fringe reso-
na. esnc " in	 ,,the inclination can be as strong as the dominant central „ effect (Allan,
1973, p. 224). Observing the decay through resonance of such orbits is especially
n
fruitful.. In these orbits the eccentricity variation does not have to be relied upon
to define the even degree harmonics of the resonant order. The orbits of Vanguard 3
and Vanguard 2 Rocket (I = 33% a =_ .19, n 11 rev's./day) offer striking.demon-




	 Previously, Wagner, 1973 had observed the strong commensurability on
Vanguard 3's orbit in 1961-1964. This was one of the fringe resonances prior
to the central passage. In the present report the evolution of the inclination ofII
	
the Vanguard 3 orbit is analyzed over 14 years from launch. The Vanguard 2
Rocket's orbit is analysed only since 1966 when adequate observations were
available. Here only 3 resonance passes have been observed, confirming and
strengthening the solution for (almost) the same terms observed on Vanguard 3.
DATA
The data actually analysed were mean Kepler orbit elements calculated
from independent weekly arcs of optical and interferometric angle measurements.
The optical measurements (on Vanguard 3, from 1960 to 1965) were precisely
reduced from Baker-Nunn camera observations. Osculating orbit elements in	 y
this period were then calculated by fitting a precise trajectory through these
r ,	 observations with the Geodyne Orbit Determination System [Lerch et. al., 19741.i
Mean elements were calculated from the osculating values by subtracting the
shorteriod perturbations from J to J as givenp	 p	 z	 s	 g'	 by Brouwer, 1959. Mean.
elements from field reduced Baker-Nunn observations [Miller, 1968a, 1968b] 	 f'	 l
were also examined on Vanguard 3 in 1964-1966. These proved of poor quality
and were not used to calculate the lumped coefficients. However, they are com-;





From 1966, mean elements from the U. S. Navy's Space Surveillance system
were used for both Vanguard orbits [Robert Cote and Richard Smith, Private
Communication, 19741. These are elements fit to radio interferometric data
by an orbit theory essentially due to Brouwer, 1959. The measurements are
direction cosines of the reflected signal from each satellite crossing of a high
power radar fence that spans the U. S. at about 30' latitude. Directions from
4
one to six stations near the fence are obtained from each crossing. Prior to
May 10, 1971 the Brouwer, 1959 theory with J 2 to J4 only (and secular terms
for drag) was used in deriving the elements.
The long period terms (in the argument of perigee) were added to these
doubly averaged elements [Brouwer, 1959, p. 394-395, and Kozai, 1959, p. 3711
to produce "observations" easily compared to calculations from mean element
integrations [Wagner et. al., 1974] . There is some uncertainty in the oblateness
coefficients used in the Navy calculations prior to May 10, 1971 (41087 'MJD).
This uncertainty contributes to the poorer data "fit" (within the Navy record) in
Figures 1 and 2 prior to this da, p : Of equal importance, however, is the inclusion
in the Navy calculations after this date of geopotential effects through (3, 3), and
improved zonal values (J2 - J.). On the other hand, special 1 10 day' mean
elements were derived for 1966-1970 with the current Navy orbit reduction
program. While this data proved superior to the old values, comparison with
computations (residuals) were still not as good as in the period after 1971 (using
routine elements). The full Vanguard mean element record (after the -preproces-
1	 sing described, but excluding the elements from field reduced observations) is





The analysis of the Vanguard mean element observations, with emphasis on
the inclination data, followed Wagner, 1973. The observed elements were com-
pared to values calculated from a (semi-numerical) mean element trajectory
program which selects only long period and secular effects for integration
(Wagner et. al., 1974). This program includes direct and indirect (tidal) gravi-
tational terms from the sun and moon, the effects of radiation pressure and
atmospheric drag. Capability exists for determining additional (arbitrary) secular
terms for the elements.
The development of the geopotential follows Kaula, 1966. The characteristic
frequencies of the gravitational; perturbations are written as:
9,k -- coq +k(w+M)+m(S2 -D e ),	 (1)
where cv, M, and n are the argument of perigee, mean anomaly and right ascension
of the node of the orbit and 6. is the Greenwich hour angle. Small m is the
geopotential order, q is an eccentricity index (integer) in Kaula's development
(the amplitudes of terms are, in general, of order e I q I ). Small k is another
G
integer combining q, the geopotential degree ) and an index of the orbit inclina-
tion (k = - 2p + q, 0:5 p <
- ,t). Since ^) and Stare small compared to M and 6 ,
resonance occurs 0 0) near M = m/k (rev's/day). The lowest order resonances
for a given orbit then will be m M (rev 's/'day) for which k = 1. Small q character-
izes the "fine" splitting of the frequencies (or fringe resonances) about the
central (generally dominant) one (m, q, k) = m, 0, k.
Broad resonant families are characterized by the rational fraction m/k
i	 reduced to it's lowest coy rnon denominator r i /r2 . For a perfectly commensurate
4
orbit ( = 0), r2 is the repetition time 9f the ground trace in days. The strongest
resonances are those with one day repetition periods since for these m can be
minimum for a given orbit or range of near earth orbits. Calling these minimum
m's of a resonant family m l
 (associated with k = 1), the resona:_tt species
are characterized by the k's, where mk = km, , k 1, 2, 3, ._... Further, the
resonant member of a species is characterized by q. Thus, in terms of the
'dominant' member of a resonant family (lowest m, central frequency q 0),
the frequency of all other members are given by:
^m.q,k _ k^ ml ^ p ^ 1	 qcv.
For the Vanguard orbits, m i = 11 and. the measurable members of this
fundamental species were q = -3, f2, tl and q 0. The second species of the
orbit (k = 2, m = 22) was also (barely) measurable including members q = 0, fl.
i
uBut this species was expected to have significantly diminished effects compared	 R
to the fundamental. Its passage through resonance was twice as fast as the
fundamental 's. Also, the critical resonating terms have (roughly) twice the degree
Y
and suffer greater loss from both the potential reduction with altitude and the
expected reduction of the coefficients themselves (. 10 -5 /t2 rms for normalized
values).
In addition to these factors, I expected the eccentricity effect to allow, at best,
only the central and first fringes of this second resonant species to be measured.
As it happened, these resonances for both Vanguard orbits occured in the late
1960's near the height of the solar cycle. As Figure 3 shows, there was higher
satellite drag at this time (due to an expanded sun driven atmosphere). Even




Two years ago, after observing the strong resonance from the m, q = 11, -2
term on Vanguard 3 I calculated part of Table 2 to try and estimate the observa-
bility of the other promising 11th order resonances. This was before I knew of
the availability of the excellent NAVSPASUR data. The resonance times
(in Table 2) were easy to estimate from mean motions available in otherwise
less reliable North American Air Defense Command Space Data elements (see also
Figure 3). Allan, 1973 had shown that the excursion of the inclination through a com-
mensurability controlled by drag was proportional to the time of the passage as well as
the amplitude of the lumped geopotential coefficient. The actual excursion could
only be predicted to within a factor of about 2 since is also depended critically
on the phase of the resonant longitude 4 at ^ = 0. Drag undertainty alone would
make this value a random number in a short time for close satellites.
An estimate of the relative amplitudes of the lumped coefficients for the
members (q) of m = 11 was first obtained. For a specific Vanguard orbit the
amplitudes of all relevant first order perturbations of the inclination to high
degree was calculated [Kaula, 1966, p. 401 assuming J,t , (fully normalized)
• 10- 5 /t2 . The root sum of squares of these effects (for each q) is listed
in Table 2, Row (2). Since the first order variations are inversely propor-
tional to frequency, they were scaled to the same (100 day) period to judge
their relative strength (Table 2, row
Allan, 1973, p. 224 had predicted on the basis of the other factors of the
geopotential's eccentricity function, that the first fringe resonances would be
5
actually of order 10 a and not just e l . If the factors of the higher fringe terms
grew proportionately, the orbit of Vanguard might be expected to change radi-
cally in a slow decay through many resonances (King-Hele, Private Conversation,
6	 -.
,K
19 7 4). But Table 2, Row Q2 showed that the expected fringe effects (consider-
ing only the geopotential) were not twice ( 10 x 0.19) the central one but some-
what less. On the other hand their strength might be considerably more than
0.19 of the centrals. Taking into account the time through the resonance, I
estimated (Row Q5 ) that the q = -1 and 0 fluctuations would be about as strong
as that for q = -2; the q = 1, 2 and 3 effects somewhat weaker. It turned out
that these predictions were fairly accurate (compare Row 07 with. O5 ). Of
course the q = 3 effect has yet to be seen, but it should be observable with the
0.001 0
 NAVSPASUR data. Just as the q = -2 term was enhanced by its (chance)
occurence in the middle of the solar cycle low in the mid 1960 1 x, so the q = 3
resonance will benefit by the low of the mid 19701s.
Only part of the difference between observation and prediction is explainable
by the measured lumped coefficients (compare rows 05 Q7 and Q9 ). The remaining
discrepancy roust be due to the phase of ^11, q at commensurability.
A similar analysis was carried out for the nearby orbit of Vanguard 2 Rocket
(1959-2B). It predicted significant q = -1, 0 and 1 effects. The 
_ NAVSPASUR
data (Figure 2) confirms this (for q = 0, and 1). Unfortunately, no good data
exists prior to 1966 that shows the full (slowly developing) q = -1 effect. But
this resonance appears to be adequately determined from the orbit of Vanguard 3.
The example of one orbit does not prove that King Hele's conjecture
(catastrophe) is false. But the expected (relative) strengths of the terms for
Vanguardcertainly showed no sign of increasing with increasing I q 1. What




Orbit and Geopotential Determinations
A large number of numerically computed mean element trajectories were
"fitted" to the "observed" data in Table 1., The object was to determine the
7
effects of resonance on these orbits, especially in the inclination. All of the
computed orbits included the empirical determination of at least: six initial
Kepler elements, a drag and radiation pressure parameter and a polynomial in
the mean anomaly. This last was necessary to keep the phase of the resonant
longitudes (4) within reasonable bounds over long arcs in the presence of atmos-
pheric" model error. Included in all trajectories was the long period and secular
part of the zonal geopotential from the Smithsonian Standard Earth 2 [Gaposhkin
and La:mbeck, 19701. Also included were the major, direct secular and long
period perturbations due the sun's and moon's gravity and the short (182 day)
period effects from the sun's potential. Including the short period (14 d::y) terms
in the moon's longitude generally degraded the results because the "observations"
were mean values over at least 7 days. Thus they only partly reflect most of
these terms. For most of the "observations" that part is a smoothing to less
than half, making a poor comparison with the full perturbation.
The data in Table 1 was first analyzed in 10 "arcs" of about 1000 days each,
limited by the control of the orbit's longitude. The first row in Table 3 shows the
results (inclination residuals) for these arcs where the computed orbits had no
resonant effects, The resonant variations in successive (multi-arc) runs were
modeled by single terms (,^ , m): (17, 11) for q = -2, (18, 11) for q -1, (19, 11)
for q 0, (20, 11) for q = 1, (21,11) for q=2, (22,11) for q= -3,(22,22) for q = 0,
(23, 22) for q = -1, and (25, 22) for q = 1.
The orbits of Vanguard 3 and 2 Rocket body actually differ enough (see
Table 1) that, theoretically they will see different lumped coefficients. The
difference though amounts to only about 2 x 10 -9 which is at the level of precision
r	 ,




due to correlation and possible biases, only a single term per frequency was
chosen for the multi-arc solutions.
It should be noted that are 9 covers the same interferometer tracking data
as arcs 3 and 4 and arc 10, arcs 7 and 8. While the reprocessed data arcs (9 &
10) showed significantly smaller residuals than the old one's, the comparisons
with computations still contained unresolved systematic errors. These are dis-
cussed below. Since these errors have not been resolved, the old data arcs were
retained so as not to prejudice the solution.
Row 2 (Table 3) shows the results from a preliminary solution for the 4
strongest frequencies. Row 3 shows the same solution with improved data 	 4
z
editing, a better (empirical) fit to the semimajor axis and mean anomaly data
and greater weight to the (better) inclination data in arcs 9 and 10. Row 4 shows
the effect of adding the q = 2 frequency as well as solving for a single odd zonal 	 r	 a
harmonic to absorb error in this part of the SAO SE 2 model.	 3
Individual arc analyses showed that even after a reasonable empirical	 =^
adjustment oft, m = (3, 0), significant residuals were seen in the Navy data with
q
a period of about 27r/w (75 days). Examination of Figures 1 and 2 also shows	 ?
that the "wings" of the resonance passes are not fit as well as the central portions.
The residual oscillations in the wings actually appear to have frequencies closer
to ^ than c ) . King Hele, 1975 noted this characteristic anomaly with Ariel 3.
f
Some of this effect is relieved when the higher species of the resonant family
(k 2, 3, ....) are included. These tend to participate more strongly in the central
portions (^-O) than in the wings where their frequencies are multiples of the
dominant species (k 1). But even with 22nd order terms the anomaly persists,
suggesting the presence of data biases associated with the tracking model.
9
Two such bias sources immediately suggest themselves. The first is geo-
metric, arising from inadequate station positions, refraction model or angle
calibrations. For example, a 0.001° inclination shift could result from a 111 m
latitude error in a station coordinate. An error inherent in the tracking geometry
would tend to have a frequency , since is associated with repetitions of the
trace of the orbit (Allan, 1973, p. 223). The second cause is dynamic; the neglect
of critical geopotential orbit perturbations in the tracking model. Almost cer-
tainly this bias is present in the 'old Navy" data (arcs 3, 4, 6 and 7). The evidence
is in the .reduced "residuals" for arcs 9 and 10 as mentioned earlier. But the data
in arcs 9 and 10 have significantly poorer comparisons with long term computa-
tions than that in arcs 5 and 8 which use the same dynamic model. The charac-
teristic "wing" anomalies are still seen (at a reduced level) in analysis of are 9
and 10 data. The reason they appear (almost) absent in arcs 5 & 8 may be be-
cause the "shifts" through commensurability in these arcs are small or almost i
absent. In this circumstance, the resonant variations (being almost uniformly
	 a
sinusoidal) could absorb much of the geometric bias.. Arc 5 (Vanguard 2R) with
almost no shift shows smaller residuals than arc 8 (Vanguard 3) which has a small
but significant step through commensurability. Yet the geometric circumstances
of these (same) resonances (the history of 011,2) are different as witness the
different character of the variations. But (as will be seen) the (11, 2) resonance
terms for these two orbits (separately determined) are fairly compatible. There-
fore, it would- seem the role of geometric bias is minor in arcs 5 & 8 though I
cannot be sure of this without a thorough error analysis. If this is the correct
conclusion and if dynamic bias is also small here then why is bias (geometric or
dynamic) more of a factor in arcs 9 & 10; our original question. Again, only a 	 r
F
x	 10
thorough error analysis can answer it. However, the agreement of separate solu-
tions for the resonances on the two orbits suggests that the final multi-arc result
is reliable in spite of these unanswered questions.
Returning to the analysis of the multi-arc solution (Table 3) the arc 3 resid-
uals (from the solution in row 4) showed an unresolved "shift" suggesting the
effects of 22nd order terms. Adding m, q = 22, 0 to the solution produced the
marginally better results in row 5. Adding m, q = 22, 1 and 22, -1 (row 6) sig-
nificantly improved residuals in arcs 3 and 9 for the Vanguard Rocket orbit.
However, some moderate correlations between 22nd and 11th order terms were
introduced. The final solution using all the data (inclination emphasized) included
the minor (11, -3) resonance on Vanguard 3 in 1960 (row 7). While the determina-
tion of (11, -3) was weak, the bounds were interesting. As will be seen, they
showed a result significantly smaller than predicted by Kaula's rule.
Finally a solution was made using the inclination data only (row 8) which
differed little from the one before. (This is the preferred solution, labeled
"observed" in Table 4). In fact the whole series of solutions showed remarkable
consistency (Figure 4). Other solutions were made using the data in selected
arcs (Figure 5). These showed more scatter but are also consistent. Combining
the data for both orbits has undoubtedly strengthened the reliability of the de-
termination by helping to overcome the biases peculiar to each orbit and data set.
' Lumped Coefficients
Following Gooding, 1971 lumped coefficients were derived from the rates of
the inclination variation for each resonant term, using Kaula's (1966) development
of the geopotential. For a given resonant member (m, q), the linear combination
of resonant rates are:
11
Im , q	 Ct,Jt, m,p.q Sin Y'm,q
'	 Cos `^m,q,+	 S•e,m f
 '^,m,P,q
Bnding on the parity of E. In either case it is seen that the sine
in Vm, q are essentially determined by two lumped coefficients
(C * , S*) 	 S	 ) .	 (4)LQ,f, (Ct , .1  ^, m
9
The influence factors Q depend on f and for the Vanguard resonances (in
terms of fully normalized coefficients) are displayed in Table 4. (The Q's origi-
nally were scaled perturbations. They have been normalized to the term with the
largest effect). Figures 4, 5 and 6 present the Vanguard solutions in terms of
these lumped coefficients.
An important computation is the expected value (E) of the square of the lumped 	 d
coefficient since it can be used as a check on the proper scale for the actual 	 - a
c	 geopotential terms. Thus if the geopotential terms are independent and randomly
distributed with zero mean;
E[(C* )2 , (S* )2] 	 [ jQ2E-(C2 ), ZQ2E(S2)]
12
jAssuming Kaula. 's rule (10-_,/t2) for E (C2 ) and E (S), the expected trunca-
I	 tion effect in C* and S* and the total term has been estimated (in Table 5). Using;
cr(C* , S* ) _ [(E(C*)2)1/2, (E(S*)2)1/2j, 	 (5)
the expected amplitude of a lumped harmonic (C*, S*) is just:
Q'A = [0'2C* + 
a72S*] 1/2
All the solutions in table 5 are given as lumped coefficients.
Figure 6 shows that the 11th order terms from the Vanguard resonance are
significantly less than Kaula's rule (as a set). On the other hand (Figure 4a) the
}	 22nd order terms are somewhat greater than expected by the rule (but less
reliable with larger standard errors) 	
i{
Solution Correlation
A number of factors tend to introduce correlation into the solution, which{
while not severe, are still significant and explain some of the variability of the
a
results. The full correlation matrix for the preferred solution (Table 5) is given
in Table 6. The principle cause for correlation between Cm q and Sm qi s that
the resonant longitude is not sampled uniformly. Where ti 0 a small range
of ^b is heavily sampled and the sensitivity of the perturbations, to the resonant
coefficients is great. Away from commensurability is more uniformly sampled
but the sensitivity is smaller. Cross correlations while smaller are not zero
because the separation of resonant members is not perfect, in spite of the
[
	
	 segregation of frequencies. Part of the problem is data distribution; too little
data determining too many effects. The central22nd order resonances occured




discriminated from the central 11th order effects. The central members (11, 0)
and (22, 0) always tend to be correlated since they are commensurate at the same
time. The different wing frequencies help to discriminate these species but, as
Table 6 shows these still give the highest cross ,correlations. The effects of the
highest correlations, for (11, -1) and (11, 2), are shown by the rotated (1c-) error
ellipses in Figures 4a and 5. More of the variability of the results are (indeed)
accommodated considering these correlations.
Comparison with Gravity Models
The results of the Vanguard resonances observed lumped coefficients) can
be directly compared to computed values from gravity models using equation (4).
I have chosen 5 representative _gravity fields for this comparison, 2 satellite
data-only fields and 3 combination fields with surface gravity data. PGS 162 is
a Goddard Space Flight Center solution (F. J. Lerch, Private Communicaticn,
1975) using optical and electronic (Laser, Doppler, C Band and S Band radar
and Minitrack) data on 27 orbits. The 11th order coefficients in this field (to 19,
11) stem almost entirely from the optical data on the Vanguard 2 rocket and Van-
y
guard 3 orbits. PGS 162 employs numerical integration (in 7 day arcs) to compute
the trajectories. The SAO-69 B6.1 is the last available Smithsonian Astrophysical
u
Observatory Satellite field using optical and laser data only (E. M. Gaposchkin,
Private Communication, 1969) and the same Vanguard orbits as PGS 162. The
11th order information in this field extends to only 16th degree. The orbits in this	 g
solution are computed analytically. The SAO SE 3 [Gaposchkin, 19741, complete
s






it retains (essentially) only the Vanguard 2 orbit (in shallow resonance) for satel-
lite geopotential information on 11th order terms. The WGS 72 field (L. Decker,
Private Communication, 1974) is a U. S. Defense Department solution combining
satellite optical, doppler, laser and secor data on more than 30 orbits with sur-
face gravimeter and astrogeodetic observations. The 11th order satellite infor-
mation is the same as in SAO 69 B6.1, extending to (16, 11) on the three Vanguard
r orbits. However, the surface gravity information extends to (19, 11). The results
k	
of these calculations are listed in Table 5 and displayed in Figure 6.
a
Referring to Figure 6; the results for the 11th order terms are significantly
ar
Y` less than Kaula's rule, the sensitivity of the lumped coefficients going as high as
37th degree. No current gravity model includes 22nd order terms, whose effect
on the lumped coefficients is expected to be significant to as high as 41st degree.
In general it is seen that excepting SAO SE 3, the gravity models overall
compare about the same to the observations of these resonances. The SAO SE 3
is distinctly poorer in this comparison. The (11, -3) result is especially striking..
In spite of the weak observation of this effect, it clearly discriminates between
the SAO SE 3 and the other model "predictions". The reason for the anomalous
SAO SE 3 result may be simply that the surface gravity influence is too great
on the solution. By eliminating the deep resonant Vanguard 3 and 2 rocket
orbits (from the geopotential solution), there are no problems of very small
divisors in SAO SE 3 compared to 69-B6.1. Yet the results are worse for SAO
SE 3. It would be helpful to have a satellite-only solution (analytic or numeric)
excluding the deep resonant orbits. I suspect that such a solution would agree




1can have excellent results, as shown by PGS-63. This field (F. Lerch, Private
Communications, 1974) has the same satellite information as PGS 162 but to
25th degree in 11th order terms. Surface gravimeter data (5 ° x 5 ° means) to
(25, 25) is included in this model. This model actually agrees best with these
observations overall. It is significantly better for the (11, 0) (11, 1) and (11, 2)
resonances.
	 -
A valuable use for these observations is in calibrating the errors in current
geopotential models. The satellite solutions for 11th order terms such as PGS 162,
contain deep resonant Vanguard information analysed over short arcs (1 - 4 weeks).
A numerical solution such as PGS 162 (with 1 week arcs) will have difficulty
distinguishing a long term resonant effect from a simple orbit parameter shift
which is also part of the solution. Such 'fields' can be expected to have poor
9
11th order terms.
A 'calibration' of the PGS -162 solution using these well observed resonances
shows that its agreement with them is almost as expected from the average
agreement of PGS 162 with global surface gravity data.
Calibration of PGS 162 11th Order Terms
The compatibility of a set of calculated values (C) (such as the lumped
coefficients of PGS 162) with observed quantities (0) can only be judged (with
precision) in terms of an error model for both. Figure 6 certainly suggests
that PGS 162 is compatible with these observations. In fact the raw correlation'
coefficient (I OC/ [ 2: 02 2 C2] L/2 ) between the computed and observed
quantities is 0.88. (The most agreeable set of computed quantities is PGS 63
for which this coefficient is 0.96.) But theprecise question is how good is this	 -'
 






Let a (column) vector of observed values O have errors LO. Similarly a
set of calculated values C has formal errors of commission, Z^ C, and errors of
omission (or truncation), AT. The errors of comission are exactly calculable
from the formal errors o- of the model coefficients. The errors of omission, AT
can only be estimated from expectations of the effects of terms not included
(assumed to be zero) in the (calculated) model. There is an innocent assumption
here that these omitted geopotential terms are necessary in calculating the
lumped coefficients. If the resonances were merely reobserved, the model needs
only a single geopotential term for each. Then, if the model has the required
number of terms (six total here, 3 odd and 3 even of 11th order) the infinite
number of 'omitted' terms in the lumped coefficients (equations (4)) can be
ignored. The question is not academic for PGS 162 which includes terms to
only (19, 11). At this degree the simple estimate of truncation error (assuming
the model has not observed the terms) dom.,.nates the other errors (see Tables 5 and 7).
But the 11th order coefficients in PGS 162 must be determined almost entirely
from the Vanguard optical observations. (On these orbits the 11th order per-
turbations are strongest, by far). Furthermore, analysis of the perturbations
shows the information is mostly along-track, from the resonance in the orbit'
'energy'. But the geopotential variations of the inclination are predictable from
the measured variations in the 'energy' (Kaula, '1966, ;p. 40, Wagner and Klosko,
unpublished, 1975). Therefore I have assumed initially that these resonant
Vanguard frequencies have already been measured (by the raw, tracking data)
in PGS 162. 1 assume that the burden of the Vanguard residuals (observed minus
computed lumped coefficients) is taken up only in the observation errors and
	 x,




A second calculation has also been made using an estimate of the truncation
error derived from 2 unpublished satellite models (J. A. Richardson and J. E.
Brownd, Private Communication, 1975). The truncation point was the only dif-
ference in these models (for 11th order terms). One half the difference in the
lumped coefficients computed from these models, one truncated at 17th, the
other at 19th degree, was taken as an estimate of AT (Table 7). This estimate
is more realistic than that from Kaula's rule but is not perfect since no model
is available with truncation above degree 19.




where the errors AT are the most difficult to assess. It is assumed that the
errors for each observation are random, uncorrelated, and the expected value
(E) of each residual is zero. The expected truncation error is zero because the
expected value of an omitted (unknown) harmonic term is zero. But the errors
AO (and AC) are not uncorrelated among different observations. This is clear 	 i
from the correlation matrix for both the 'observations' and the calculated values
	
3
(Table 6). (The calculated values are actually somewhat more correlated because
	 j
the Vanguard data distribution in PGS 162 is weak.) One but not both of these
correlated sets of errors can be eliminated by a suitable transormation to an
uncorrelated set of lumped coefficients. But since the correlation matrices here
are predominatly diagonal, the analysis will emphasize the diagonal terms.
Table 7 lists observation residuals and formal estimates of observation
error (e), commission error (cr) and truncation error AT for the set of Vanguard
lumped coefficients. The estimate of the commission error (for each lumped term)
is calculated from the variance-covariance matrix (V) of PGS-162 as:
18
is
Q = wvoi 1/2,	
(6a)
where Q is the vector of influence coefficients for a particular lumped coefficient
(Table 4). An (unrealistic) estimate of omission (truncation) error (derived
from Kaula's rule) is
ST= [yQ2 x 1 0-10g4] 1/2'
V
over all appropriate terms beyond , = 19 for the particular lumped coefficient.
j
This assumes there is no information on the lumped coefficients in the model.*
To what extent are the actual residuals compatible with the formal error t:
estimates? If independent truncation error were allowed, it alone could easily
3
account for most of the residuals.- The most sanguine view of PGS 162 is achieved
if we ignore truncation error altogether, allow no bias in the formal observation:`
error and ask to what extent the formal commission error is compatible with
m
a	
these residuals. Since O and C are independent random variables (note their
different error correlations in Table 6), the variance of O-C is e 2 + 0-2 . Evalua-
3
g	 3,pa statisticZ = (	 )(e 2 + ^2 1/2tin	 !would seem to bea standard normal-type	 O - C	 )	 ) j
best in answering this question. This statistic is tabulated in Table 7 for each
observation as well as for their sum which should have a variance of 12. Both
the individual and sum Z scores appear quite acceptable. For example, computations
might be rejected (as incompatible with the residuals) if the I Z I scores were
y	 > 2, which would be expected to occur only 4% of the time. (On this basis, only
the computed value for observation number 9 would be questionable). If the com-
mission error is actually KO- for a constant K over the Vanguard observations,
a lower limit for K could be set by the Z score test. But no upper limit is







much sharper than the estimate derivable from the Z scores.
	 j
Using K 1.2, I list in Table 7 the (presumed) X2, scores for each Vanguard
observation. If they were true X 2 scores then a is the probability that the sample
-would have a score greater than or equal to the actual value (note that EXi = 1.00).
All these probabilities are reasonable, even observation #9 is acceptable. Anal-




in the observations (K = 0) leads to a cumulative Z score of -5.9 (a very unlikely
occurence). But, as seen, the Z test is not specific for the variance. In fact it
is generally used only as a test of the 'mean'. Much more discriminating for
0,
 is the X2 test.
If O-C is assumed to be random normally distributed with zero mean and
variance (c^') 2 , then [(O-C)/o'] 2 , or Z2 is X2 distributed with one degree of
freedom. Further, if the residuals are all independent variables, E [(O- C)/o'] 2
n
j will also be X2 having n as its expected value. (Even if the residuals -are-not
independent the expected value of the sum is n.) Figure 7 shows the variation
Of Xi2 for the Vanguard 'observations' under a range of K values where:
o r = [e2 + (K01)2] 1/2
There is a probability of 1/2 that this sum statistic is a sample of a population
with the correct variance as long as 1.02 -< K S 1.40. Thatis, 3/4 of the Xi2
population falls above 8.44 (K 2 = 1.02 2 ), while 1/4 falls above 14.85 (K 2 = 1.402).
The expected value of K2 from the expected value of X i2( i. e. 12) is 1,182, A
balanced estimate of K with a probabio variation is thus
K = 1.2 ± 0.2,
Considering the assumptions of statistical normality and independence, the
PGS 162 solution calibrates very well with this data. It should be pointed out,
however, that the formal errors of PGS 162 (reported here as o-) have been
scaled up by (0.1)-112 = 3.16, an initial estimate based on the calibratlon (with
surface gravity measurements) of the (similar) Gem 5 model (Lerch et. al., 1974, k
•	 p. 31). Thus, the Vanguard calibration here (in terms of the original formal
errors of PGS 162) is actually K' = 3.16 x (1.2 f 0.2) = 3.8 0.6 for the 11th order
	
a
terms. This result is quite satisfactory. The average calibration factor for all
the terms of Gem 5 was 3.4 (but see additional discussion later).
Correlated Error Matrix
a
A formal answer can be given to the expectation of the correlated observation
residuals [Equation (6)] in terms of the error sources. Where the error matrix
is highly correlated it can be diagonalized with respect to truly independent
lumped coefficients. Statistics for these variables would be more reliable and
a




E(O - C) 2 = E [(0 - C) (0 - C)Tl
E [(A0 + AC + AT) (AO + AC + OT)T]
(7)
E(DOW) + E(AODC T ) + E(AOOTT)
+E(,LCAOT)+E(AQC C`1^)+E(ACATT )+E(ATAOT )+E(ATAC T ) +E(OTATT)
In this notation superscript T denotes transpose. Actually the matrix is symmetric
since (O-C) i (O-C) i _ (O-C)j (0-C) 1 for residuals i and j. Furthermore
E(^OAO T) = e? j , E(6CACT) a2, and E(ATAT T) = 82 Tii , the correlated	 x





Even if a simple rule such as Kaula 's is used, 82 T j is skill not diagonal
although the omitted gravitational terms are considered to be independent with





for the appropriate harmonics H and influence factors Q. But E (Hp Hq ) . 0,




DV E(H)2] i .
Similarly, off diagonal exist where the harmonics involved are the same since
8 2 Tij
 = E(Y-QH) i (7-QH)j
(7b)
ZEQi Qj if 2 ZQ1 Q j E (H 2)
Using Kaula's rule, E (H) 2 = (10" 5 /, )2 . The e 5 matrix is merely the observa-
tion correlation matrix pre and post multiplied by the vector of standard devia-
tions for the lumped coefficients (Table 6):
e?. SYCORi ^ SD
But, since SD has only one member for each observed lumped coefficient;
e? = SD i CORi . SD.
22	 F
Y
iThe error matrix for the computed values has already been given (for the diagonal
terms) in Equation (6a). For all the terms:
QT VQ j ,
where i and j refer, in general, to different lumped terms.
•The (unique) cross expectations [ e. g., E (A O AC T), E (A O AT T  and E
(A C A T T)] are zero, for different reasons. E (A O AC T ) = 0 because the observa-
tions of the lumped coefficients from deep resonance (0) and from shallow
resonance (C) are essentially independent. Most of the deep resonances were
observed with completely different tracking data (NAVSPASUR). Even the
11 3 and 11 2 resonances using much the same basic tracking data, use
fundamentally independent methods. The deep resonant observations were made
from the dynamic evolution (over months) of mean elements (principally the
orbit inclination). The shallow resonant information in PGS 162 is principally
14
shorter period along track fluctuations within each 7 day arc. In fact the critical
	
observations of these resonances in the Goddard models may not have been from
	 a
1the "deep resonant" Vanguard 3 and Vanguard 2 rocket orbits at all but from the
truly shallow resonant Vanguard 2 orbit.
1
E (A O AV) and E (A C A T T ) = 0 since the truncated harmonics are inde-
pendent of the calculated (or observed) ones and E (AO) = E (AC) = E (A T) = 0.
(Of course, if the model "observes" the data also, then E (A C A TT) 0.) The
t	 d
final results for the full error matrix (assuming independent truncation error)
are:
E(O - C)q = e2 1 t 4' ? i + S2TIV





= e2^ +0, ? + 82T1^
for the off diagonal terms (i -^ j).
It is noted that e?, ando-2, are necessarily positive only for i = j. The full
error correlation matrix (with AT = 0 for 11th order terms) for K = 1 is listed
in Table oa. The E (0-C),,  are given on the diagonal and the E(O-C) i (O-C)j
are cor ij [E (o-c)?E 	 (o-c)?] 1/2 . Considering only the errors of observation,
commission and truncation (for 22nd order terms only), Table 6a shows that the
residuals are expected to be only mildly correlated. There is justification, then,
in using the sum statistic as X2 to calibrate (with bounds) the PGS solution.
As mentioned before, (and providing the expected truncation error is properly
estimated), it is possible to diagonalize the total error matrix and work with
truly independent 'residuals'. It should be noted in passing that there will be a
different error matrix (and different independent residuals) for each factor K since
the PGS error matrix is scaled by K. But none of this refinement appears justi-
fied. The error matrix is only moderately correlated and the truncation error is
poorly assessed, though the best indications are that the total effect is small.
4
In all of this analysis, the 22nd order results have been ignored. But no
	
9
other solution is available for these terms. As far as the calibration of PGS 162
	 Y
is concerned these terms only have the indirect effect of redistributing the
observation errors slightly. However, the residuals involving the 22nd order
j	 coefficients do provide a direct calibration of Kaula's rule since they are un-
coupled from the PGS errors.
For example, using Kaula 's rule and only the diagonal 22nd order terms in
F





A value greater than this would be expected to occur only 3.5% of the time if
Kaula's rule were true. However a normal statistic rejected at the 2c-+
 level
can occur there 2.3% of the time.
RESULTS AND ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
14 years of mean elements for Vanguard 3 and 7 years for Vanguard 2
rocket have been analysed for 11th and 22nd order geopotential terms. Signifi-
cant resonances in the orbit's inclination have been used for this purpose.
Fluctuations have been observed of up to 0.035° in Vanguard 3's inclination
and 0.017 1 in Vanguard 2 rocket's. Twelve lumped coefficients for 11th order
terms have been derived from this record with precisions ranging from 1 to
17'X 10 9 . This corresponds to a precision of from 0.6 to 11 cm in geoid height.
Ten of the coefficients are "known" to a level of better than 2 cm in geoid height.
Estimated accuracies for these terms in a comparison gravity field (PGS 162)
k
using conventional tracking and parameter determination systems ranges from
7.6 to 18.4 x 10 -9 (5 to 12 cm). This field uses the same orbits as analysed here
but suffers from the difficulty of extracting the resonant information from only
7 day orbital arcs. The Vanguard resonances (in the comparison field) in the
i
early, 1960's had periods of from 2 weeks to more than a year. 	 a
a
A calibration of the PGS 162 field with this resonant data shows good overall
agreement. The gross correlation coefficient (between observed and computed
lumped terms) is 0.88. The formal errors in the 11th order terms of this
comparison field are compatible with the resonance observations if they are
n





Gem 5 satellite geopotential using surface gravimetry data. It should be said
however, that the 11th order resonances here have been observed (albeit not as
well as they might) in PGS 162, which contains no surface data. It is also clear
that the calibration factor of 3.8 is undoubtedly too high because:
1. No truncation error has been allowed in the initial comparison. Actually
the PGS field has probably suffered some loss of the resonant information in the
inclination by its truncation to (19, 11). The computed errors for PGS 162 from
Us diagonal terms are only about twice the errors from the full matrix
(Table 7). A similar calculation for the 13th order inclination resonance of
the DiD satellite (truncated in PGS 162 at 29, 13) shows a ratio of close to 6:1.
This indication of a rather weak tie to the Vanguard inclination resonance at
(19, 11) is confirmed by comparison between two 11th order PGS models of
different truncation. Taking into account a more realistic estimate of the trunca-
tion error reduces the PGS 162 calibration factor to 3.3 f 0.5. (This lower factor
is used for the PGS accuracy estimates above).
2. No allowance has been made for the effect of unresolved systematic




Figures 1, 2 and 5 discussed earlier. I believe these effects are minor because
they are relatively small in the deepest parts of the resonances. (Where the
data contributes most to the determination). A recent suggestion by S. M.
	 s`
Klosko is that the "wing biases" may be due (in part) to a lack of adequate
ionospheric refraction correction in the NAVSPASUR direction cosines.
22nd order (lumped) terms have also been derived from the NAVSPASUR
data. The derivation is weak but statistically significant. The formal errors
26
are greater than those for 11th order (ranging from 5 to 13 x 10 -9 ). However,
the results are probably more affected by the "wing biases" than the 11th order
terms because their deep resonant passage is half as long. The 22nd order
results show sensitivity to geopotential terms as high as 41st degree and the
lumped terms are somewhat greater than predicted by Kaula's rule. This is
counter 'to most of the resonances seen for orders 11 through 15 (e. g. Figure 6)






I am indebted to Robert Cote and Richard Smith for providing (and explaining)
the NAVSPASUR mean elements which constitute the "new" observations in this
report. Jean Roy executed the many computer runs necessary in the study. She
f
should be especially proud of her contribution to the graphics in Figures 1 and 2.
'Herbert Huston, besides maintaining the Road "system", made significant program
changes to 'speed the graphics computation. Mr. Huston also calculated the error
It is recalled that in order to use satellite altimetry data to observe large
scale ocean dynamics, the geoid will have to be Imown to the 10 cm level
(Kaula, et. al., 1-969). The observations of 11th order geopotential terms from
these Vanguard resonances meet this criteria. No current satellite geopotential
is adequate for this purpose, not even their resonant terms. However it is en-
couraging that a combination solution (such as PGS 63) with surface gravity
actually improves (significantly) the satellite result for 11th order terms.
Certainly the combination of the deep resonant observations with the conventional
satellite model will result in adequate 11th order terms.
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Figure 1. Resonant Variation of the Orbit Inclination of Vanguard 3 (1959-7A)
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(9^ ®/0 .0940 3.73 2.32 4.47 2.26 1.79




RSS = Root sum of squares
*Time p spends within 180° of commensurability
** From Table 5; Kaula Amp.: = Estimate of amplitude of lumped harmonic from Kaula's Rule.





Results of Vanguard Multi-Arc Orbit and Field Determinations
Field Used: Inclination Residuals (rms) (10 -3
 Degrees) Arcs;*Run # Resonant {m,q) _ Comments
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9	 1 10Determined**
1 Nonresonant 2.78 3.46 4.95 4.22 1.30 4.34 6.97 2.14 4.61 9.55 Uses 5 secular 'M' rates
in each arc
2 (11,-2),(11,-1),(11,0) .75 .75 1.85 1.61 1.12 2.01 1.52 1.79 1.96 1.49 Poor fit to'a' and IM' in
(11,1) some arcs
3 (11,-2),(11,-1),(11,0) .75 .73 1.83 1.61 1.12 1.38 1.29 1.76 1.43 1.26 Uses 4 'a' rates and 7 'M'
(11,1) rates in some arcs.
Poor obs. edited in arc 6
prior to 39075 MJD
4 (11,-2),(11,-1),(11,0) .75 .72 1.84 1.57 .80 1.38 1.27 .97 1.43 1.26 t,m=3,0 Solve (reasonable)
(11,1),(11,2) Maximum AM= 25" (rms)
5 (11,-2),(11,-1),(11,0) .75 .72 1.?9 1.56 .79 1.37 1.28 .97 1.44 1.25 -(11,1) , (11,2) . (22 +0)
6 Same as Run 5 .74 .72 1.67 1.54 .79 1.38 1.27 .97 1.26 1.24 Some moderate cross
Plus (22,-1),(22,1) correlations with m = 22
7 Same as Run 6 .74 32 1.66 1.54 .79 1.38 1.27 .97 1.26 1.25 -
Plus (11,-3)






'Arc 1, 1960-1961 Vanguard 3 mean elements from precise Baker-Nunn data
Arc 2, 1961-1964 Vanguard 3 mean elements from precise Baker-Nunn data
Are 3, 1966-1968 Vanguard 2 rocket routine mean elements from NAVSPASUR radio Interferometer data 	 J
Arc 4, 1968-1971 Vanguard 2 rocket routine mean elements from NAVSPASUR radio Interferometer data 	 1J
Arc 5, 1971-1973 Vanguard 2 rocket routine mean elements from NAVSPASUR radio Interferometer data 	 r
Are 6, 1966-1968 Vanguard 3 routine mean elements from NAVSPASUR radio Interferometer data
Arc 7, 1968-1970 Vanguard 3 routine mean elements from NAVSPASUR radio Interferometer data
Are 8, 1970-1973 Vanguard 3 routine mean elements from NAVSPASUR radio Interferometer data
Are 9, 1966-1969 Vanguard 2 rocket special mean elements from NAVSPASUR Interferometer data
Arc 10, 1966-1969 Vanguard 3 rocket special mean elements from NAVSPASUR Interferometer data
**For results, see Figure 4.
;,	 . ^	 -	
..	





_ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
-3 .180. -.616 1.000 -.823 ..071 .620 -.636 .066 .439 -.405 -.013 .313 -.227 -.062
-2 -.044 .282 -.699. 1.000 -..852 .276 .308 -.482 .215 .150 -.272 .114 .100 -.155
-1 -.094 .358. -.741 1.000 -.893 .430 .101 -.368 .272 -..001 -.176 .145 -.014 -.085
0 .017 -.125 .381 -.735 1.000 -.972 .610 -.105 -.256 .311 -.127 -.082 .150 -.072'
+1.. -.020 .109 -.319 .636 -.927 1.000 -.755 .292 _142 -.325 .227 -.005 -.140 .125
+2 1	
.001 1 1 -.016 .078 -.239 .514 -.824 1.000 -.891 .499 -.012 -.310 .330 -.124 100 1 1
m 22 $= 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37. 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
4=
-1 -.127-j .010 -.045 .137 -.315 1	 .573 -.842 1.000 -.933 .623 -.186 -.1^5 .334 -.241
0 .134 -.19EF, .012 -.048 .136 -.305 551 -.619 1.000 -.985 733 -.323 -.076 .299 -.285
1 -.239 .228-' -.012 ..044 -.123 .272 -.498 .756. -.960 1.000 -.818 .454 -.046 -.240
*Using the orbit of Vanguard 3 for (m,q) _ (11,-3) (11,-2), and the average of the Vanguard 2R & 3 orbits for the others
^	 y
Table 5
Lumped Harmonics (C*, S*) for Vanguard Resonances
(Units: 10-9 )
h+
=22 33 35 37• 39 41 43 45 47 49
(22,-1) -16.55.1 .-29.2"-' 14.2 13.6 12.6 10.5 7.6 4.6 2.5 2.3 2.1 1.4
(22,0) -27.96'2 ,29.5 12' 13.6 13.2 12.3 10.5 7.9 4.9 2.7 2.1 2.1 1.6














Estimate of Effect on C*, S* of all Terms ? $
(Using KauWs Rule & rss of Terms)
t =11 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37
(11,-3) 15.09' 0 ,-2.416.8 28.8,25.4 7.7,15.9 0.1,-19.4 -93.7,3.2 39.6,0.4 60.6 31.6 18.9 18.8 13.7 8.0 7.9 5.6 3.4 3.4 1.9 .6
(11,-2) -38.11.0 ,-33.41.2 -45.2,-46.1 -49.7,-39.1 -25.7,-57.6 -32.0,3.0 -32.2,-56.6 56.3 43.7 26.7 12.4 10.7 9.0 9..7 3.8 3.4 1.9 1.6 1.4
(11,-1) -30.6 1'0 ,0.32.1 -35.1,-18,3 -37.0,-14.6 -17.2,-10.3 70.7,5.0 -36.7,14.0 52.9 39.8 25.1 11.4 7.1 6.9 4.3
.
2.3 2.3 1.5 .8 .8
(11,0) 26.12 ' 2 ,52.6 1 ' 1 42.3,38.4 32.3,52.5 11.9,31.9 23.7,-0.3 18.1,61.2 49.1 45.4 37.7 25.5 12.9 5.7 5.4 4.2 2.1 1.6 1.4 .7
(11,1) 1 -42.91 5 ,-13.9 2'9 -22.2,-7.9 -36.9,-10.3 -15.4,-15.9 31.7,6.0 -19.6,9.7 41.9 39.6 34.4 25.4 14.6 6.4 4.8 4.4 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.1
(11,2) 13.6 1 ' 5 ,24.5 1 ' 4 19.3,14.5 9.4,19.8 1.7,6.7 8.0,0.5 3.7,29.8 35.5 35.3 34.4 31.3 25.2 16.5 8.3 4.7 4.7 3.4 1.4 1.0
Standard Deviations on the Diagonal: Units, 10 '9 (for PGS: .r = 1)
Coeff. i » -
 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18-7T2
14.1
1 (11,-3)C9
,02 -.03 -.12 -.84 -.05 -.10 .05 -.63 -.05 -.17 -.02
2 (11,-3)S9 ».30
13.1




-,03 ,10 -.02 -.79 -.00 .13 -.01 -.43 -.03
17.5
4 (11,-2)S9
.11 20 -.46 .14 .14 .03 -.84 .12 .18 .02 -.55
14.3
5 (11,-1)C- -,01 .00 -.08 .06
X1.0 .02 ,03 -.07 .95 .03 .12 -.00
12.66 (11,'1)39
-.03 .05 =.13 .10 ,71
 -.09 -.05 .01 .94 -15 .03
13.1
7 (11,0)C- ,02 .02 .07 -.09 -.02 -.18
 .00 -.01 -,09 .89 .03
8 (11,0)3' -.01 -.02 -,Oa .08 -.08 .10 -.38
15.7
-.07 -.10 .00 .91
Q)
lV 9.5
9 (11,1 ) C- -.00 .01 -.02 .Ol -.Ol -.02 - .02 .04 .02 .OB -.01
8.5
10 (11,1)39 -.01 -.00 .04 -.02 .00 .05 -.16 .18 -22 -.15 -.02
11 (11,)C9 .00 -.Oi -.02 .01 .01 .02 -.02 .02 -.03 -.05
72
.02
12. (11,2)8' .00 -.00 -.01 .01 .00 -.00 .01 .00 ,02 -.05 .71
8.2
14.2
13, (22,-1)C9 -.00 .01 -.02 ,01 .03 -,04 -.13 .18 -.02. -.02 .01 .01  .00 .00 .00 .84 .00
14.2^
14 (22,-1)S9 '.00 .01 -.01 .00 -.33 -.13: -.06 .34 .05 .04 -.01 -.01 -.51 / g 0 .00 AO .00 .64




16 (22.0)S- .00 -.00 .03 -.04 .05 .03 -.19 -.32 .06 -.00 -.02. -,OL .23 -.02 -.52 7 .00 .00
17 (22,1)C9 .01 .01 -A 0 -.01 -.08 -.13 .03 -.07 -.O6 -.01 -.Ol .00 -.09 .00 -.06 .12
11.6
.00
18 (22,1)39 -.Ol .00 .04. -13. -.01 -.01 -,07 .02 .15 .18 -.Ol .00 .04 .Ol .22 .11 -.52
42 6
10.0
'lower Diagonal Matrix: This Solution (Beet. results)
Upper Diagonal Matrix: PGS 162
22nd Order Terms: Using Kaula ' s Rule)
Coem
(m
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 (11._3)C* (279) -.11 -.03 -.10 -.71 -.04 -.08 .04 -.53 -.04 -.14 -.02 -.00 .00 .01 .00 .01 -.01
2 (11,-3)Sr (454) .01
-.02 .00 -.48 .04 -.03 .01 -.32 .06 -.07 .01 .01 .00 -.00 .01 .00
3 (11,-2)C* (228) -_03 .10 -.02 -.77 -.00 .13 -.01 -.42 -.03 -.02 -.01 .01 .03 -.00 .04
4 (11,-2)St (306) .14 .14 .03 -.84 .12 .17 .02 -.54 .01 .00 -.03 -.04 -.01 -.05
5 (11; 1)C* (204) .03 .03 -.07 .94 .03 .12 .00 .03 -.33 -.07 .05 -.08 -.01
6 (11; 1)S« (164) -.09 -.05 .01 .88 -.14 .03 -.04 -.13 -.06 .03 -.13 -.01
7 (11,0)C* (176)
-.00 -.01 -.09 -.86 .03 -.13 -.06 .45 -.19 .03 -.07
8 (11,0)S* (246)
_.07 -.09 .00 .90 .18 .34 .23 -.32 -.07 .02
9 (11,1)C; (9"2) .01 - .08 -.01 -.02 .05 -.02 .06 -.06 .15
10 (11,1)S* (80.4)
_.14 -.02 -.02 .04 -.03 -.00 -.01 .18
11 (11,2)Ct (54.2) 04 .01 -.01 .01 -.02 -.01 -.01
12 (11,2)S* (69.0) .01 -.01 .02 -.01 .00 .00
13 (22; 1)Ct (228) _. 08 .02 .05 .68 .01
14 (22; 1)S* (266) -.04 -.01 .00 .58




17 (22,1)C* (208) _,16
18 (22,1)S* (259)
Diagonal Terms =E(O-C):: unite = 10-18
L
	
E(O-c) (O-C)	 rOH Diagonal Terms =	 j	 i	 1,	 +
IE(O_C)r E(O-C)j)1/2	 i
AT -  0, K = 1, for 11th Order Terms
82 Tij and 82 Tji Estimated from Kaula 's Rule for 22nd Order Terms (t and f)
,^., ...
	 ,_..._._	





„1 2. 3 4 5- 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Q 62T S=T
Coeii.$ ( m,e (0-C) (O-C) z e e z Diagonal o^ b T 62T z	 z 1 .' Z Xi z more
more X2 with " = 1.05and more realisticTerms (Kaula) (Kaula) (e +a) (x = 1.25, AT = 0) realistic real- a
Only estimate istic eT estimate
1 (11,-3)C* -13.8 190.0 9.0 81.0 (25.1) 198 18.4 339 16.7 - .83 0.64 0.40 .35 .12 .6314.1
2 (11, 3)C * -27.8 773.0 16.8 282 (24.6) 172 18.4 339 21.3 -1.30 1.41 0.23 .90 .81 1.6413.1
3 (11,2)C* +'6.6 43.0 1.0 1.0 (15.0 226 12.7 161 15.1 0.44 0.56 0.65 1.85 3.4 .17
4 (11,-2)S* +12.7 161.0 1.2 -	 1.4 (32:5) 305 12.7 161 17.5 0.73 0.41 0.50 3.35 11.2 .46
5 . (11,-1)C* + 4.5 20.3 1.0 1.0 (24.1) 204 11.4 130: 14.3 0.31 0.048 0.85 3.90 15.2 .08414.3
6 (11,-1)S* +18.6 346.0 2.1 4.4 (23.1) 160 11.4 130 12.8 1.45 1.29 0.25 2.60 6.8 1.8412.6
7 (11,0)C- -16.2 262.0 2.2 4.8 (27'2) 171 25.5 650 13.3 -1.22 1.16 0.27 6.15 37.8 1.1313.1
8 (11,0)S* +14.2 '202.0 1.1 1.2 (28'4) 245 25.5 650 15.7 0.90 0.54 0.40 5.15 26.5 .6815;7
9 (11,1)C* 220.7 428.0 1.5 2.3. (935) 90 25.4 645 9.6 -2.16 3.40 0.07 3.85 14.8. 3.68
i	 10 (n,l)S* - 6.0 36.0 2.9 8.4
`18.5) 72 25.4 645 9.0 -0.67 0.28 0.60 2.80 7.8 .38
11 (11,2)C* - 5.7 32.0 1.5' 2.3 (17.2 52 31.3 980 7.4 -0.77 0.23 0.65 4.45 19.8 .40i
12	 I(11,2)S* +10.0 100.0 1.4 2.0 (12.3) 67 31.3 980 8.3 1.20 1.08 0.30 2.25 5.1 1.248.2
1 Z = -1.91 K = 1.2 t 0.2 K = 1.05 ; 0.15
Z12 =2:iz
= -0.55 O.K.
k
